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– Caspar Peucer (1525–1602), author of a (decent but not innovative) algebra (Logistice regulae arithmeticae) ap-
pended to an astronomical treatise from 1556. By Anne Meißner supervised by Stefan Deschauer.
– Gemma Frisius (1508–1555). The article deals with his concise Arithmeticae practicae methodus facilis and the
more than 100 re-editions that appeared; the bibliography has unfortunately been left out. By Ulrich Reich.
– Abdias Trew (1597–1669), mathematics professor in Altdorf 1636–1669, author of works on mixed mathematics
(in particular surveying and music), creator of an analog computing instrument (the Ingenieur-Stab). By Hans Gaab.
– Ehrenfried Walther von Tschirnhaus (1651–1708; no university teacher but working at the best academic level of
his time). The article describes the mathematical books in the family library from which he got his education. By
Dieter Bauke.
– Heinrich Hoffmann (1576–1652), mathematics professor at Jena University 1613–1652, author of a “German Eu-
clid” (no translation but an inductive introduction to geometry) and a work on a new geodetic instrument, the octant.
By Stefan Kratochwil.
– Ludolph van Ceulen (1540–1610), whose determination of π is compared to that of al-Kashı¯. By Harald Gropp.
– Christiern Thorkildsen Morsing (1485–1560) and Claus Lauridsen Scavenius (c. 1517–1590), both professors of
mathematics at Copenhagen university (without any noteworthy merit beyond service for powerful nobles), and
both authors of very elementary Rechenbücher in Latin respectively Danish. By Jens Ulff-Møller.
Wholly outside the theme falls an article by Eberhard Schröder, “From the monochord to J. S. Bach’s Wohltem-
perierte Clavier.” It may be characterized by the author’s belief that the Pythagoreans needed to know at least the
relative frequencies of tones in order to make their theory of harmonics, and that they measured these by means of a
primitive phonograph writing on a moving wax tablet!
Jens Høyrup
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John Wallis. Una vita per un progetto
By Luigi Maierù. Soveria Mannelli (Rubettino Editore). 2007. ISBN 978-88-498-1904-5. 606 pp. €40.00
Luigi Maierù’s book is a quite complete reconstruction of the mathematical works of John Wallis along his life.
The first three chapters are introductory in nature. The first is devoted to Wallis’s role in the history of mathematics;
the second surveys Wallis’ mathematical and not mathematical production and summarises the latter; the third aims
to present and argue for the central thesis of the book, which I shall discuss below. Nine other chapters follow. The
last—chapter 12—presents Maieru’s conclusions. The other ones are respectively devoted to: the treatise on conics,
the Arithmetica infinitorum, the Mathesis universalis, the polemic with Hobbes, the Commercium epistolicum and the
treatises on rectification of curves and squaring of surfaces, the Mechanica, the Algebra, and finally the Epistolarum
quarundam collectio. Maierù’s analyses are very useful and add many important details to Scott’s classical ones.1
This is enough for this book to be a highly welcome, important contribution to the historiography of early-modern
mathematics.
Maierù’s analyses openly aim to support a general interpretative thesis: the whole of Wallis’s mathematical produc-
tion pertains to a unique scientific project pursued along all his life that “consists in providing the whole mathematics
1 Cf. J.F. Scott, The Mathematical Work of John Wallis, D.D., F.R.S. (1616–1703), Taylor and Francis LTD, London, 1938; new edition: Chelsea
Pub. Company, New York, 1981.
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with a more solid base than that provided by the tradition, for which geometric language is roughly the language of
the whole mathematics.” That base “is identified in that mathesis, which finds its higher expression in the algebraic
language.”2 Maierù also argues that this is the same as “turning over the solid, absolute supremacy of geometry, its
language and its demonstrative method in favour of the supremacy of arithmetic and algebra.”3
The alleged equivalence of these two ways of formulating Wallis’s purpose goes together with two implicit claims:
(i) in Wallis’s time (the second half of 17th century), traditional mathematics was assumed to be founded on geometry;
(ii) in Wallis’s view, algebra and arithmetic were, if not coincident, at least in agreement with each other from a
foundational point of view.
The first of these claims is implicitly taken for granted by Maierù. The second is made explicit through the use of the
term “aritmetico-algebra” that should not be merely translated by “arithmetic algebra,” but rather with something like
“arithmet-algebra,” since “aritmetico” is not used in it as an adjective but rather as a part of a composed substantive.
The first occurrence of this surprising term in Maierù’s book appears within the following claim: “Wallis is aware of
what he has to warrant when he asserts the supremacy of arithmetic and algebra: on one side one has to maintain [. . .]
that the set on which the solutions of equations are found and the series constructed must have in itself the character of
continuity that geometry has always implicitly warranted; on the other, one has to consider the concrete possibilities
and the feasibility in the arithmet-algebra of proofs warranting that character of stability, certainty and truth that had
been recognised in geometrical proofs.”4 After this first occurrence, this term and its cognates are frequently used in
order to describe Wallis’s project.
If I understand it well, Maierù’s main point is thus that all Wallis’ mathematical work was devoted to the consti-
tution of a new branch of mathematics—the arithmet-algebra—dealing with some new objects forming a continuous
domain and able to ensure suitable proofs not only for new results formulated in its own language, but also for old—
that is, geometric—results reformulated in such a language. This is a quite strong thesis.
Maierù’s reconstructions are supposed to illustrate and defend this thesis. They include many technical details that,
in Maieuru’s view, are useful to identify the different stages of the realisation of Wallis’ project not only from an
abstract or purely methodological, but also from a concrete and strictly mathematical point of view. These reconstruc-
tions leave however several problems open. At least one of them is directly connected with Maierù’s main thesis.
According to him, Wallis’ project reduces in fact to the elaboration and progressive extension of a mathematical
“method,” the method used in the Arithmetica infinitorum to square a large family of curves and to support the thesis
that the ratio between a circle and its circumscribed square cannot be expressed through a rational or a radical irrational
number (a surd number, in early-modern language).
Now, though this method is also exposed (with some minor changes) and discussed in Wallis’Algebra (cf. §10.5
of Maierù’s book), it cannot be said “algebraic,” at least if this last adjective is used in any of the senses in which it
is usually used with respect to early-modern mathematics: Wallis’ arguments are essentially based neither on Viète’s
nor on Descartes’ formalism (though they locally employ some notations belonging to the latter); they appeal neither
to unknown quantities, nor to polynomial equations involving such quantities or appropriate variables for coordinates;
nor do they include any analytical form of reasoning. These arguments are rather based on the supposition that the
manifest analogy between some arithmetical and geometrical relations justifies that the ratio of some sums of numbers
be the same as the ratio of some rectilinear or curvilinear figures. To make the simplest example, Wallis relies on the
remark that equidistant chords of a triangle parallel to a side of it increase according to an arithmetical progression
to conclude that the constant ratio between 0 + 1 + 2 + · · · + n and (n + 1)n, that is, 1/2, is also the ratio between
such a triangle and the rectangles construed on this side and its relative height. In the same way, because equidistant
2 Cf. p. 11: “Il suo progetto consiste nel voler dare a tutta la matematica una base ben più solida di quella espressa nella tradizione, in cui grosso
modo il linguaggio geometrico è il linguaggio di tutta la matematica. Tale base nuova è individuata in quella mathesis, che trova la sua più altra
espressione nel linguaggio algebrico.” Maierù’s Italian prose is very hard to translate into English. I have tried to do it by conciliating faithfulness
to the original and legibility.
3 Cf. p. 45: “Ciò che caratterizza tutta la produzione matematica di Wallis è una scelta di fondo [. . .]: ribaltare il consolidato primato assoluto
della geometria, del suo linguaggio, del suo metodo nelle dimostrazioni, a favore di un primato dell’aritmetica e dell’algebra.”
4 Cf. p. 46: “Wallis si rende conto di ciò che deve garantire nel momento in cui afferma il primato dell’aritmetica e dell’algebra: da una parte,
si deve affermare [. . .] che l’insieme, in cui trovare le soluzioni delle equazioni e su cui costruire le serie, deve portare in sé quel carattere di
continuità che la geometria implicitamente ha sempre garantito [. . .], mentre, dall’altra, devono essere considerate le possibilità e la fattibilità di
avere nell’arithmetico-algebra dimostrazioni che garantiscono quel carattere di fermezza, di certezza e di verità, proprietà riconosciute finora solo
alle dimostrazioni geometriche.”
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ordinates of a parabola parallel to its axe increase like the terms of the progression of the squares of integer non-
negative numbers, the limit ratio between 02 + 12 + 22 +· · ·+n2 and (n+ 1)n2 when n becomes infinite, that is, 1/3,
is also the ratio between the trapezoid delimited by this parabola and the rectangle with the same base and height.
It is thus far from being immediately clear how Wallis’ method could constitute the kernel of a program of foun-
dation of the whole mathematics on the arithmet-algebra, at least if this last alleged branch of mathematics has some
constitutive relation with what is usually recognised as early-modern algebra. Maierù’s book gives no clear answer to
this question to the effect that the status of arithmet-algebra and the nature of its alleged objects are not clarified.
Two last remarks before concluding. The reader of Maierù’s nice book would have certainly more easily profited
from it if the frequent and often quite long quotations from Wallis’s treatises had not been left in the original Latin,
accompanied by no translation to any modern language. Moreover, the book would have highly benefited from a
critical discussion of other interpretations of Wallis’s results and methods and of other views about the role and status
of algebra in early modern age. Unfortunately, though Maierù refers to a quite large amount of secondary literature, this
is not critically discussed and some recent important contributions—like Bos’ and Mancosu’s books, on geometrical
exactness and on philosophy of mathematics in the 17th century, respectively—are not mentioned.
Marco Panza
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Leonhard Euler « incomparable géomètre »
By Philippe Henry. Geneva (Editions Médicine et Hygiène). 2007. ISBN 978-2-88049-241-0. 235 pp. 49.00 CHF
At least ten English-language books were published in or around 2007 to mark the 300th birthday of Leonhard
Euler (1707–1783). These run the gamut from an internalist examination of Euler’s early mathematical papers [0], the
first of five volumes in The MAA Tercentenary Euler Celebration [Bogolyubov et al., 2007], to a Tintin-style graphic
biography [Heyne and Heyne, 2007], translated from the German. To the best of my knowledge, Philippe Henry’s
Leonhard Euler, incomparable géomètre was the only French-language offering.1
I was not sure what to expect as I awaited delivery of this book. I was delighted to find a beautifully designed
softcover volume, richly illustrated and printed on heavy, coated stock. It was the companion guide to an exhibit at the
Museum of the History of Science in Geneva called “Euler, l’imagination souveraine.” The show ran from early May
through late October 2007, but the book remains in print. From experience with fine art exhibitions, I knew that it was
possible for such a book to be both a beautiful and useful museum guide, as well as a valuable scholarly reference. It
was a pleasure to see that Henry had succeeded in doing the same for the history of science.
Leonhard Euler, incomparable géomètre is divided into six chapters. Five were written by Henry himself, in
most cases with one other co-author. The first is a biographical essay, following the usual division of Euler’s life
into four periods: Basel, First Petersburg, Berlin and Second Petersburg. This is followed by a chapter written by
Siegfried Bodenmann, editor of a forthcoming volume of Euler’s correspondence with Cramer and others [Euler,
in press]. His chapter here, “The Crucibles of Learning: Euler and the development of science in the Enlighten-
ment century,” examines Euler’s career and the intellectual landscape of Europe in the 18th century. Bodenmann
describes the “esprit géométrique” of the century to contextualize Euler’s achievements. He then considers the impor-
tance of correspondence and journals, and especially the influence of the great academies—Paris, London, Berlin and
St. Petersburg—each of which counted Euler as a member at one time or another.
1 There was also a special Euler edition of a mathematical magazine for young readers [Lehning, 2007].
